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Lifting and Compressor Technology

The Art of Lifting – Lifetime Business Partner



Unsere intelligenten Antriebe machen 
Wege einfacher. Wir den Weg dorthin. 
Indem wir zuhören, was für unsere 
Kunden wichtig ist. Und unser Wissen 
mit ihnen teilen. 

Gemeinsam zur optimalen Lösung.
Mit Becker.  
www.becker-antriebe.de

Eine Partnerschaft, 
die Tore öffnet.
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15.000t STAHL 
FÜR SIE AUF VORRAT

Mörikestraße 95 | 71631 Ludwigsburg 
Telefon 07141 406-0 | Fax 07141 406-610

Stabstahl | Formstahl | Bleche | Rohre | Edelstahl
Aluminium | Brennzuschnitte

With long-life investments like lifting platforms and compressors, the delivery to 

the customer is just the beginning. After the installation and implementing, the 

maintenance program begins. Yearly checks have to be carried out or wearing 

parts have to be replaced. We can offer our customers a comprehensive range 

of replacement parts and services. Our well-trained personnel offer good advice 

in maintenance, assembly, accident prevention tests and spare parts.

After purchase is before service

Our service range contains:

 Spare parts directly from the manufacturer

 Maintenance and yearly checks

 Complete workshop planning

 Foundation advice

 And others

Employees – the perfect mixture 
is important.

Our well-trained employees are working with highest  

competence and commitment. We have our own in-plan  

training and take care, that our knowledge is kept in the  

company by generation comprehensive team work. The sa-

tisfaction of the employees is shown in a very long seniority 

and a very good working atmosphere. JAB has been pre-

sented with the award for being a „family-conscious“ com-

pany from the state government of Baden-Württemberg 

in 2014 especially for being family-friendly and having a 

systematic personnel policy.



Since more than 90 years the development of vehicle lifts 

kept up with the development of the car industry, so that 

the current product range of the longest-existing company 

for lifting systems in Europe is able to supply a complete 

variety of lifting systems, ranging from passenger cars up 

to the heaviest specialized vehicles. We are concentrating 

on the oil hydraulic lifting technology, which can be ad-

apted in cooperation with our customers according their 

specific demands.

The hydraulic vehicle lift
The product range contains lifting technology for:

  Passenger cars

  Commercial vehicles, buses and industrial vehicles

  Rail and special vehicles

  Industrial application and industrial automation



The company J.A. Becker & Söhne offers more than 100 years of experience in 

developing and manufacturing of high-quality medium and high pressure compres-

sors. Our company is an European key supplier for NG-compressors for car filling 

and is the market leader in Germany.

The product range of JAB includes compressors and complete units for compres-

sion and treatment of air and natural gas. Also storage systems can be delivered. 

Compressors for all kind of applications
Beside air compressors and corresponding peripheral devices we offer also units 

for compression or argon, helium or nitrogen. Several industrial applications like 

welding, plastic injection moulding or laser cutting.

With JAB you can have project planning, installation and maintenance from one 

source. We can also offer the certification with corporations like TÜV or German 

Lloyd – if requested.



Since more than 117 years J.A. Becker & Söhne is a widely recognized partner of industry and manufacturers. Together 

with its 150 staff members, the company supplies its customers with the most modern solutions in the range of com-

pressed air and lifting technologies. 

Our product range includes piston compressors from 40 up to 350 bar for compression of air and other gases as well as the 

whole range of compressed air treatment. The main emphasis in the production of lifting technology focuses on hydraulic 

lifts for the repair and service work on passenger cars, commercial vehicles and rail-driven vehicles. Furthermore, we offer 

individual solutions for specific problems. 

The flexibility of a medium sized company in combination with high quality requirements, customer orientated planning, 

development and production and a complete range of services ensures that J.A. Becker & Söhne is a qualified partner for 

a wide range of customers worldwide.

We will be pleased to receive your topics and are glad to solve your application problems. 

What can we do for you ? Please call us!

Partners of industry and manufacturers
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